
 

 

Fight of the Century: Primary Vs. Secondary Sources 

 

Lesson Overview 

Primary and secondary sources are sometimes a confusing concept for students. This lesson will 

help students understand the difference between the two and will have them use primary sources 

to create a secondary source. Recommended for 1
st
, 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 grade. 

 

Standards 

 

1
st
 Grade - Social Studies 

1.40 Differentiate between fact and fiction when sharing stories or retelling events using primary 

and secondary sources. 

 

2
nd

 Grade - Social Studies 

2.40 Analyze primary and secondary source maps, photographs, and artifacts for contradictions, 

supporting evidence, and historical details. 

 

3
rd

 Grade - Social Studies 

3.14 Interpret different texts and primary sources to describe the major components of culture 

including language, clothing, food, art, beliefs, customs, and music. (C, H) 

 

3.17 Compare and contrast a primary source and secondary source of the same event or topic. (C, 

H) 

 

Objectives 

Students will be able to understand differences between primary and secondary sources. 

Students will be able to analyze a primary source based on given questions.  

 

Time Required 

1-2 class periods 

 

Materials & Resources 

 Copies of Favorite Things Worksheet, Pauline’s Answer Sheet, and Primary Source Quiz 

 Optional: Poster board, art supplies for timelines 

 

Lesson Procedure 

1. Have students complete My Favorite Things information sheet about themselves (see 

attached document). Rather than have them sign their name, have them draw a number 

out of a hat (as the teacher, record who has what number) and have student write that on 

the paper (without showing anyone their number). Collect the papers and shuffle the pile. 

Pass out the answer sheets students filled out at random (so student does not get their own 

answers). Have students write a description of their person and make a prediction on who 

in the class this sheet belongs to and explain their evidence based on the answer sheet. 



Once students are finished with their prediction, reveal which students wrote which 

answer sheets based on the master list you made earlier.  

2. Discuss with students whether they were right or wrong in their guesses and explain how 

sometimes more information can come to light about a person that can change what 

historians know about something (just like how they may have failed to pick their right 

classmate.) 

3. Have students discuss or write a paragraph about what they learned about their classmate 

that they didn’t know before. 

4. Show students Pauline’s written answers to the same questions and explain that both their 

answers and Pauline’s answers are primary sources. Why? Because they are written by 

the person they are about. Discuss with students what primary sources are and make a list 

of primary/secondary sources on the board. Allow them to brainstorm, but basic 

explanation is as follows: 

a. Primary sources include first-hand accounts written right after an event, photos, 

letters, art, newspapers, government records, interviews of participants, etc. 

b. Secondary sources include anything that interprets primary sources like 

biographies (not autobiographical), newspaper articles, histories, art reviews, etc. 

c. TO MAKE THIS MORE INTERESTING: Bring in say twenty physical items (or 

pictures of objects) for them to sort into two piles.  

i. Primary source examples – copy of original photographs, art, or 

newspaper articles, autobiography, book of published letters, archeological 

objects could also be considered primary, transcript of speech from current 

president, letter (even if it is one you wrote and sent out to parents, 

remember a primary source is not old) etc. 

ii. Secondary source examples – any history book (including class textbook), 

student history paper, art review, encyclopedia, Wikipedia, interpretive 

website 

5. Discuss what sorts of things we can learn from primary sources (what a person was like, 

what life was like during a certain period of time). So historians can use primary sources 

to draw conclusions or understand about a person, event, or place in order to create a 

secondary source of their own. Have student’s look at Pauline’s answers and either 

discuss or write a paragraph about what life was like during Pauline’s time. Explain that 

this paragraph is a secondary source. 

 

Extensions 

 Choose primary and secondary sources for them to sort (see lesson step 2) based on 

historical figure they are studying in class. 

 Have students create a secondary source (paragraph, paper, collage) based on a few 

primary sources about a historical figure they are studying in class. 

 

Lesson Evaluation 

Grade students with a rubric based on completion of activities. Have them complete the short 

quiz (attached) to assess their knowledge of primary and secondary sources.  

 

 

 



My Favorite Things Worksheet    Student #________ 

 
Directions: For each of the following categories list your favorite thing. 
 

1. Color 8. Name (Male and Female) 

2. Flower 9. Musician (or Music Group) 

3. Tree 10. Book 

4. Object in Nature 11. Fictional Character 

5. Hour of the Day 12. Historical Person 

6. Season  13. Game 

7. Gemstone 14. Thing to do for fun 

 

Directions: Answer the Following Questions 
 

15. What year would you choose to live in? 

 
16. Where would you like to live? 

 
17. What do you want to be when you grow up? 

 
18. If not yourself, who would you like to be? 

 
19. What is your idea of happiness? 

 
20. What is your idea of misery? 

 
21. What is your dream? 

 
22. What is your aim in life? 

 
23. What is your motto? 



Primary Source Quiz  Name: _____________________________ 
 

Directions: Each number includes a sample of a primary source and a sample of a secondary 

source. Put a check mark beside the primary source. 

 

1. ____ Autobiography of Frederick Douglass     

____ Biography Written About Frederick Douglass  

   

2. ____ Review of General Andrew Jackson’s battle plans    

____ Interview with General Andrew Jackson   

   

3. ____ News article written by Cherokee who walked the Trail of Tears  

____ Editorial in newspaper about why the Trail of Tears was bad  

   

4. ____ Book which quotes a letter by Adelicia Acklen 

____ Letter written by Adelicia Acklen 

 

5. ____ Textbook chapter about map drawn by Christopher Columbus 

____ Map drawn by Christopher Columbus 

 

6. ____ President Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address 

____ Newspaper article summarizing the Gettysburg Address 

 

7. ____ Encyclopedia account of Battle of Nashville 

____ Eyewitness account of Battle of Nashville 

 

8. ____ Historic photo of Belmont Mansion 

____ Blog post about historic Photo of Belmont Mansion 

 

9. ____ Brochure describing Belmont Mansion 

____ Adelicia’s friend’s description of Belmont Mansion 

 

 

Extra Credit 

 

10. ____ Broken piece of china 

____ Reproduction plate based on broken piece of china 

 

 

 



 

 

 

1. Color? Pink 

2. Flower? Rose 

3. Tree? Weeping Willow 

4. Object in Nature? Starts 

5. Hour in the Day? Twilight 

6. Season of the year? Spring 

7. Perfume? ___ of Roses 

8. Gem? Diamond or Ruby 

9. Style of beauty? Brunette 

10. Names, Male and Female? Willie, Ella and Ade 

11. Painters? ___ and Raphael 

12. Musicians? Miss Mason or Beethoven 

13. Piece of Sculpture? Sans Souci 

14. Poets? Byron or Burns 

15. Poetesses? Miss Browning or Mrs. Norton 

16. Prose Authors? Dickens and Bulmer 

17. Character in Romance? Little Nell 

18. ____ in history? ______ 

19. Book to take up for an hour? School books 

20. What Book (not religious) would you part with last? Music books 


